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MOTORIZED U-BOAT
Interlock button eliminates
unintentional activation of
propulsion system.

Propulsion feature provides
assistance for locations with inclines
or that cover long distances.
Improves productivity by
maintaining consistent speed
throughout a typical delivery

Transaxle can be switched
to free-wheel mode when
propulsion is not allowed.

Propulsion increases efficiency
by reducing operator fatigue

Open differential transaxle provides
360-degree maneuverability in both
propulsion and free-wheel modes.

MODEL SHOWN
MBT1621

SPECIFICATIONS
Deck
18” wide x 60” long
Weight
145 lbs.
Capacity
1,000 lbs.
Handles
48.5” from top of deck
Casters
6” x 2”
Drive wheels
9” x 3.5” solid pneumatic
Speed (fwd & rev)
0-3 mph variable
Voltage
24 Volts DC
Range (continuous/
6-9 hours
intermittent)
Recharge time
4-8 hours

Features

Sealed-for-life transaxle requires no maintenance
Push-too-fast safety helps user maintain
control on inclines in free-wheel mode
Motor equipped with regenerative braking, which
uses the DC motor to slow the load forward or reverse
and returns some of the charge to the batteries
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Throttle automatically returns to zero to stop and
locks the load if the operator loses contact
Automatic park brake engages when
throttle is released, even on inclines
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MOTORIZED U-BOAT
Deck Features

Engineered for durability, longevity and extreme use
Center tilt allows easy navigation over thresholds
and bumps
High efficiency tires with proprietary solid-fill material reduce
push-and-pull effort in free-wheel mode

Robotically welded five-box aluminum
construction optimized for over-the-road payload.

Handle Features

FIXED DRIVE HANDLE

REMOVABLE HANDLE

Adjustable U-loop handle with
throttle provides maximum
comfort and steering ability

Modular construction offers
service parts versus total
handle replacement

Throttle interlock button protected
from accidental impact

Removable handle allows access
to product from three sides

Bottom cross brace rests on deck
to provide load containment

Bottom cross brace rests on deck
to provide load containment
P/N
460033
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MOTORIZED U-BOAT
Options
EXTRA DECK SOCKETS

MAG-LOC®

P/N

Additional interior handle socket
position better accommodates
smaller cube space

L”

WT.(LBS.)

P/N

302920
5.75
0.15
Mag-Loc anchors safely secure loads
when combined with optional safety
straps.

Same superior maneuverability
and capacity as standard deck

W”

L’

WT.(LBS.)

302960
2
6
1.75
302922
2
12
2.0
302924
2
16
2.2
Cam buckle has 3,000 lb. break
strength and 1,000 lb. working load
with 6,000 lb. rated weather-resistant
polyester webbing.

Note: 6' strap is long enough for one side of U-Boat; 12' & 16' can wrap around load.

Accessories
CONTAINMENT CURTAIN

KEG MOVER

P/N

P/N

WT.(LBS.)

306020
4.0
Containment curtain securely
holds product in place during
transport.

WT.(LBS.)

KMRD
5.0
The removable, aluminum Keg Mover
holds multiple kegs in place for safe,
stable transport. Holds 6 full (half barrel)
kegs or 11 empty kegs.

CURB RAMP
P/N

W"

L"

WT.(LBS.)

RDCR
29
44
43.0
The 3,000 pound capacity curb ramp has a
9" height range. The twin-tooth deck design
offers a 26" usable width that provides
traction in either direction.

Convenient Carrying Handle
House Of Wheels Inc
7701 W Mossy Cup St | Boise, ID 83709 | USA
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